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Abstract: Tlie Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF)
Is comprised of several major structural and magnetic
coil systems tightly fitted around a thin helically
contoured vacuum vessel. A critical parameter for
successful operation of this device is the precise
alignment of the various coil systems, with particular
emphasis on the ex.net positioning of the helical field
(I1F) colls.

These helicnl coils are assembled from 24 identi-
cal segments, each of which consists of 14 water-
cooled copper plate conductors bolted to a stainless
steel structure and epoxy impregnated. The segments
also contain a precision joint to permit installation
of each conductor to a mating turn in adjacent seg-
ments. Each of these 1300-kg segments must be aligned
during Installation so that the current center in the
completed helical coil is aligned to within 1 mra of
the theoretically correct position.

This paper presents a brief overview of the
helical coll design concept, detailed descriptions of
the method for installation and alignment, and discus-
sion* of segment installation and alignment equipment.
Alignment is accomplished by optical methods using
electronic theodolites connected to a microcomputer to
form a coordinate measurement system. The coordinate
measurement system Is described in detail, along with
target selection and fixturlng for manipulation of the
helical coll segments during installation. In addi-
tion, software is described including vendor-supplied
software used in the coordinate measurement system and
in-house-developed software used to calibrate segment
and positioning fixture motion.

Helical Field Colls

The IIF set consists of a pair of coils that forms
a ( £ - 2, m - 12) torsatron heilx (Fig. 1). The coils
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Fig. 1. llcllcnl field coil segment concept.
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muse, be assembled and installed so that the current
winding law is within I mm of the theoretical winding
lav. In the ATF, the HF coil will be made in 24
segments with joints in the equatorial plane of the
macMne. Each coil segment consists of 14 insulated
copper conductors mounted on a structural T-sectlon
steel brace. The conductors arc rough-formed to
shape, and then a complete set of conductors is
clamped into a precision die and stress-relieved to
achieve the final form tolerance. The stain]ess-steel
T-piece is cast to the shape to fit it in its toler-
ance window, and is then machined to provide accurate
location points for mounting the conductors nnd
assembling the coil. These components arc tested to
see that they fit within the tolerance windows using a
coordinate measuring machine (CUM) that has an accu-
racy of 1/100 mm. This machine is also used to check
the completed segment. Following assembly, the
segment is potted in epoxy resin.

A critical installation issue Is in the alignment
of the demountable joint. The selected joint concept
is a simple lap geometry for each turn with bolts
through the entire segment stack made up during HF
coll assembly (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Joint concept.

The lap configuration is comprised of a half-lap
machined tab at the end of each turn of a coll seg-
ment, which mates with corresponding half-laps when
upper and lower segments are joined together during
the HF coil assembly process. Precise control of the
position of each tab in the segment stack, including
the through-bolt holes, is by use of tooling fixtures
during segment assembly (!].

Precision alignment of HF coll segments during
segment installation will be accomplished using
optical methods.

Optical Coordinate Measuring System

A packaged Coordinate Analyzing Theodolite System
has been procured from Wild-lleerbrugg Instruments,
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Inc., for alignment of components. The system con-
sists of two electronic theodolites (optical transits)
connected to a microcomputer. Angular accuracy of the
equipment is certified at 0.5 s of arc. If good
targeting is used, system geometry is optimized, and
operators arc careful, the alignment system should
provide accuracies of 0.025 m with the theodolites at
a distance of 6 m from the target.

The principle of system operation is based on
trlangulatlon (Fig. 3). If the distance (/) and
elevation difference (h) between two theodolites are
known, then the sides of a triangle may be calculated
to locate a point P(X,Y,Z) by accurately measuring the
horizontal (6) and vertical (<fr) angles.

P(X.Y.Z)

Fig. 3. Theodolite system schematic.

The key to the accuracy of state-of-thei-art
optical measuring systems is twofold: (1) the sophis-
tication of encoders used for subdividing a circle for
angle measurement has drastically Improved, and (2)
the Increased power of microcomputers allows for
additional real-time routines to compensate for
systematic errors, that is, mislevel or colllmatlon
error.

The alignment system is operated by setting the
theodolites up in the field so the apex angle (y)
(Fig. 3) is as close to 105* as possible. After the
telescopes arc rough-leveled, routines are initiated
for electronic leveling, collimatlon (pointing the
telescopes at each other), and back-collimation. The
computer assumes a distance of 3 m between theodo-
lites. Angles 6 and $ are used to calculate h for
0| - @2 - 0. A known length bar is then measured to
establish a scale factor that is used to recalculate t
and h. At this point, an X,Y,Z coordinate system is
established, with the origin at the optical-mechanical
center of theodolite I. Theodolite 2 lies in the X-Y
plane of the coordinate system with the Y-axis aligned
to gravity (2].

If at least three coordinates — P (X,Y,Z),
P(X,Y,Z), P(X,Y,Z) - can be defined in a global
coordinate system, the alignment system may be used to

transform coordinate sets from the thcodollte-based set
described previously to a global set used for con-
structing a device.

Additional software routines are available for
analyzing lines, planes, circles, cylinders, spheres,
point-to-point distances, and arc lengths. Coordinate
axes may also be rotated or translated individually as
desired.

Device Assembly

The major components to be Installed during ATF
device assembly consist of (in chronological order of
assembly) a lower structural shell subassembly, 12
lower HF coll segments, a helically contoured vacuum
vessel, 12 upper HF coil segments, 24 intermediate
panels, and an upper structural .shell subns&embly
(Fig. 4). Additionally, three sets of vertical field
coils (inner, middle, and outer) will be installed on
completion of the upper structural shell.
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Fig. 4. ATF device assembly sequence.

Initially, the lower shell will be Installed and
measured using the optical alignment system. A
machine center will be calculated, and a number o(
benchmark targets will be laid out and measured with
respect to the calculated center. The benchmarks will
allow the optical coordinate measuring system to be
reoriented to an ATF global machine coordinate system
from anywhere in the machine enclosure area.

The 12 lower HF colls will be installed next. A
38.10-mm spherical seat has been machined into the
back side of th* HF coll structural T-sectlon at the
90* point. Ball targets will be Installed on the coll
conductor end tabs at each end of the coil segment.
The CMM will be used to calculate the center of the
spherical seat and the center of the ball targets with
respect to the winding law. From these data, the
desired location of these three features — in the
global coordinate system of the ATF machine — will be
calculated.

A 38.10-mm ball on a three-axis slide will be
bolted into the lower shell (Fig. 5). Snail paper



targets will be applied to the ball. The optical
coordinate measuring system, set up in ATF global
coordinates, will be used to measure the target
locations. From these data, a sphere center will be
calculated and the ball repositloned and remeasured
until the ball center corresponds to the desired
center of the machined spherical seat.
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Fig. 5. IIF coll positioning ball adjustment assembly.

A finished HF coil segment will then be installed
on Che 38.10-mm-dlam ball and attached to the lower
positioning fixture (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Lower HF coil Installation fixture.

The lower positioning fixture will consist of a
series of adjustable-length linkages that attach to
both ends of a coll segment. Locations of the ball
targets on each end of the coll segment will be
measured and recorded. Along with the previously
measured center of the spherical seat, three points
(P|, P21 F3) that form a plane having normal vector N
will be known (Fig. 7). Knowing the desired locations
for Ff and PJ (P3 does not change), a desired normal
vector H may be calculated.

The linkages of the fixture will be adjusted
individually. Change in coll position will be mea-
sured to calibrate the transformation matrix associated
with unit rotations of each adjustable linkage. A

software routine will then calculate the required
rotations of each adjustable linkage to move the coll
segment to final location. Targets must be within
0.13 mm of desired location for acceptance.
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Fig. 7. Lower HF coil alignment schematic.

After 12 lower 1IF coil segments have been posi-
tioned, the vacuum vessel will be lowered Into place
and blocked up on jacks. The vacuum vessel will
remain on jacks until all 12 of the upper IIF coil
segments are Installed. An upper IIF coll segment
positioning fixture will be attached to a coil segment
and mounted on the lower structural shell (Fig. 8)
along with coil joint alignment fixtures.
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Fig. 8. Upper HF coil Installation fixture.



The coil joint alignment fixtures consist of
mating brackets, which vill be clanped to the coil
structural T-sectlon at the Inboard and outboard ends
of the IIF coll segment. Location and orientation of
the brackets will be verified with the optical co-
ordinate measuring system. The brackets to be ins-
talled on the lower HF coil segments will have large
alignment pins cm them while the brackets for the
upper HF coil segments will have mating alignment pin
holes.

Upon lowering an upper HF coll segment into place
using the positioning fixture, some interference is
expected between copper end tabs of the mating upper
end lower HF coll segments. As the joint engages, the
alignment pins and alignment pin holes of the coil
Joint alignment fixtures will also engage. The
alignment fixtures will then be used Co pull the coil
joints together by slightly deforming the copper end
tabs where Interferences exist.

After all IIF coil segments are installed, the
upper structural shell will be installed. The po-
lo Ida 1 field coils will then be Installed and mea-
sured. The mounting hardware for the poloidal field
colls has been designed to provide at least ±l-cm
adjustment of the coil current center.

During poloid.il field coll fabrication, targets
were laid out on the vertical and horizontal geometric
centers of the conductor cross section at 30* Inter-
vals, The location of these targets will be used In
conjunction with existing data from previous HF coll
measurements to locate the geometric centers of all FF
coll sets with respect to the HF coil center.

Conclusion

The optical coordinate measuring system hai
turned out to be a flexible measuring system which has
a multitude of uses. Measurements taken to date have
had excellent repeatability. Originally, the aysten
was procured solely for HF coll segment Installation,
but as the system has been used, additional measuring
tasks have been identified for which the equipment la
well suited. Some tooling and tixturlng has been
eliminated because of the versatility of the measuring
system. The exceptional accuracy of the optical
coordinate measuring system should greatly reduce the
difficulties resulting from the tight tolerances
required for HF coil assembly and Installation.
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